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Golden Peak-Pressor | GPP-1 Crack License Keygen
[Mac/Win] [April-2022]

Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 is a Soft-
Limiter / Peak Compressor for recording,
mixing and mastering. This plugin is
designed for mastering and Live
applications, where a pressor with a
Softening / Maximum Transient Limiting
effect can be used for enhancing, real-
time tracking, sub-tracking and mixing. It
does not require a lot of CPU power and
offers no pumping. This soft pressor is
very easy to use and requires no
additional training. Golden Peak-Pressor
GPP-1 offers five different release types:
Normal, Normal - Pulse, Opto-coupled,
Opto-coupled - Pulse and Brick-Wall
Limiter, allowing unlimited variation of
the different modes. Here are some key
features of Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1: ￭
Feed forward compression and limiting: -
in addition to the regular compression it
also allows for stiffening the transients in
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the audio signal (feed forward) ￭ Five
envelope types: Normal, Normal - Pulse,
Opto-coupled, Opto-coupled - Pulse and
Brick-Wall Limiter, allowing unlimited
variation of the different modes. ￭ Very
short release times: The delay is very
short for the softest release (0.02 sec).
This makes the compressor very
responsive and can even be used during
mixing and recording processes, where
an abrupt release can be problematic. ￭
Program dependent envelope times for
increased loudness: This ensures that
the noise floor is not exceeded, which
could result in audible hissing or
pumping. ￭ Over Compression Indicator:
It clearly indicates when the
compression limit is approached. ￭
Stereo Link: All methods give a correct,
stereo effect. ￭ Presets with recall
function: - Users can use the same
Presets for different tracks ￭ Very low
latency: - No additional processing time -
No network delay - No jitter - No latency
- No CPU is used and the effect is real-
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time - You can even use it at the
beggining and the end of a session - No
hunting for Preamp 1 - No Transient
Chasing during Mixing process - Better
control - After Effects playback is not
affected by VST host updates ￭ Over
Compression Indicator: - This was the
missing feature in the predecessor
"Golden Peak- Pressor GPP-0".

Golden Peak-Pressor | GPP-1 Crack+ Free Download For
Windows

Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 is a plugin
suite by Ken Jordan that incorporates
more than a dozen classic analog soft-
limiter and peak-tamper plugins into a
single, easy-to-use software application.
Taking advantage of the power of VST
technology, GPP-1 makes more musical
soft-limiter and peak-compression
plugins available to home and
professional users than ever before. ￭
Key features of Golden Peak-Pressor
GPP-1: ￭ Double-factor, high-quality
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limiting ￭ Three scalable smooth limiting
modes with unique sound characteristics
￭ High-quality peak-tamper ￭ Two notch
filters with full band-pass and high
frequency switching for perfect control ￭
Analog-style envelope with envelopes in
differential and multiple types including
triangle, pulse and sine wave ￭ Fully
programmable algorithms for optimal
results ￭ Three analog delay lines with
adjustable delay and feedback ￭ Stereo
Link ￭ Over Compression Indicator ￭
Brick-Wall Limiter ￭ Extremely short
release times ￭ 1.2 VDD power
consumption ￭ Monophonic sampling
rate ￭ 8-inch LCD with separate battery
meter ￭ Analog XLR, 1/4" & RCA inputs
with automatic gain control ￭ USB
connection with industry-standard 1.1.1
jack format ￭ 2 USB ports are available
for VST system power ￭ Audio return
through USB port ￭ VC-10V Power
Adapter ￭ Standby mode with automatic
system power off ￭ Hardware MIDI In ￭
64 Bit internal processing ￭ Presets with
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recall function ￭ Very low CPU usage ￭
Low Latency ￭ Very detailed User Manual
Installation notes: 1. Double-click on
Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 to install the
plugin. 2. Install the necessary drivers on
your operating system by double-clicking
"Computer" -> "Windows Update" 3. Set
the Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 as
default program with the.vst file. 4. Run
the Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 in VST
host software. Golden Peak-Pressor
GPP-1 User Manual: 3a67dffeec
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￭ Introducing Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1
: An all-in-one soft-limiter / peak
compressor for peak-taming, sub-
tracking and mixing. ￭ GPP-1, based on
the engine and design concept of the
famous "Golden Peak", is a plugin that
came into being to improve the above
shortcomings. The engine of this plugin
incorporates the most advanced features
of the engine and the design conception
of the "Golden Peak", and is far more
powerful than other soft-limiter plugins.
￭ This plugin is designed for users who
wish to get excellent performance
without hard-limit, especially for
mastering and mixing. ￭ This plugin is
not difficult to use, and it can replace the
soft-limit plug-in in a hard-limit condition
to reduce the complexity of the software.
￭ This plugin is suitable for all kinds of
audio signal, such as vocals, drums,
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guitars and etc. ￭ Soft-limiting is
implemented in frequency domain to
make the plugin more accurate. ￭ There
is no effect on the original sound when it
is switched off. Features: ￭ Smooth
operation, Easy to use ￭ No hard-limit,
makes the volume of the overall track or
specific objects(layers) decrease
smoothly when the input level exceeds
the preset volume, no sudden sound
drop ￭ Details is absolutely clear without
digging deep sound effects ￭ No sub
tracking and sub mixing is required ￭ 15
Variation of limiting gain. ￭ 2nd order
resonance and Z-R is implemented ￭ 5
volumes, programs are not limitation of
each volume, for different sound types ￭
Stereo Link ￭ Stereo Link does not
depend on two channels ￭ Optimized for
x64 platforms, Running on Win7 and
iTunes ￭ Users may purchase the Double
License to get GPP 1 & GPP 2 plugins ￭
Full VST automation is implemented. ￭
High quality, precision and good sound
effects ￭ Accurate limiting and control all
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the frequency range ￭ Other types of
limiters, hardlimit, soft limit, exponential
compression limit are all available ￭
Convenient presets with recall function ￭
User may choose one of the five
available envelopes, corresponding to
different material

What's New in the?

Golden Peak-Pressor GPP-1 offers a
5-band multi-effect plugin with multiple
combinations and modes of operation. ￭
Options include expander, rotary
compressor, digital limiter, EQ (band and
shape), compressor, muffler and phase-
shifter. ￭ The plugin also offers five
different Envelopes and two types of
‘Ratio’. ‘Ratio’ is a decay time and a ratio
between 'Expand' (attack/decay) and
'Compress' (release). 1. Effect type: The
five Envelopes include: - Expander:
Expanding the sound to increase (push)
or decrease (pull) the volume. - Rotary
Comp: Rotary compression function.
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When changing between two 'Compress'
levels, the 'Expand' level is assigned a
different destination at the desired ratio.
For instance, if 'Expand' is set to '50%',
the new destination for 'Compress' will
be '100%. - Digital Limiter: The
'Compress' level determines the
threshold. The final compressed level will
be '0' if the threshold is exceeded. - EQ:
Equalization of a band. - Muffler: The
'Compress' level determines the
threshold. The final compressed level will
be '0' if the threshold is exceeded. -
Phase Shifter: Change the position of the
phase. ￭ Attributes include: ￭ 5 multi-
band effect types and modes of
operation ￭ Limiting function (schematic
diagram and performance) ￭ Release
types for each band ￭ Five Envelopes ￭
Two types of Ratio (Expand and
Compress) - Audio file import/export
function - Detailed help function - 64 Bit
Internal Processing ￭ Can be used as a
virtual instrument - MIDI CC mode ￭
Uniquely designed GUI (Graphical User
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Interface) for easy operation -
Programmabile by previewing the
parameters of each band. - Ability to
save to presets - AB comparisons Golden
Peak-Pressor GPP-1 Highlights: 1. It is an
easy-to-use, high quality soft limiter /
compressor that can handle any difficult
recording. 2. The rotary compressor
range in the 'Compress' option is ideal
for many different types of music. This
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System Requirements For Golden Peak-Pressor | GPP-1:

Memory: 2GB CPU: Intel Core i5-760 or
better Graphics: 2GB DirectX: Version
9.0c Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 50GB Additional
Notes: The game requires a DirectX 9
compatible video card. Download:
Installation Instructions: How to install:
Requires the latest version of the
Gearbox Toolset. Installation: Note:
Before launching the game, make sure
to launch the game.exe and not the
mod's directory
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